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1. Name the components of a complete imaging and Doppler evaluation for prosthetic valve function. 2. Identify the components of an integrative approach to assessing prosthetic aortic and mitral valve stenosis and regurgitation. 3. Identify the components of an integrative approach to assessing prosthetic pulmonary and tricuspid valve stenosis and regurgitation. 4. Describe the pitfalls and limitations of the evaluation of prosthetic valve function. 5 . Recognize the special aspects of the pediatric population that add complexity to the evaluation of prosthetic valve function. 
I. INTRODUCTION
In patients with significant valvular stenosis or regurgitation, an intervention on the valve with repair, valvuloplasty, or valve replacement is ultimately inevitable. Although valve repair is now frequently performed, especially for mitral regurgitation (MR) and tricuspid regurgitation (TR), valve replacement remains common, particularly in adults. This enlarging cohort may be difficult to assess. Symptoms may be nonspecific, making it difficult to differentiate the effects of prosthetic valve dysfunction from ventricular dysfunction, pulmonary hypertension, the pathology of the remaining native valves, or noncardiac conditions. Although physical examination can alert clinicians to the presence of significant prosthetic valve dysfunction, diagnostic methods are often needed to assess the function of the prosthesis. Echocardiography with Doppler is the method of choice for the noninvasive evaluation of prosthetic valve function. This document offers a review of echocardiographic and Doppler techniques used in the assessment of prosthetic valves and provides recommendations and general guidelines for the evaluation of prosthetic valve function on the basis of the scientific literature and the consensus of an international panel of experts. Issues of medical management and considerations for reoperation on valvular complications are beyond the scope of the current recommendations and have been recently addressed. 1 Echocardiography of prosthetic heart valves is more demanding, both to perform and to interpret, compared with the assessment of native valves. By their design, almost all replacement valves are obstructive compared with normal native valves. The degree of obstruction varies with the type and size of the valve. Thus, it may be difficult to differentiate obstructive hemodynamics due to valve design from those of mild obstruction observed with pathologic changes and from prosthesis-patient mismatch (PPM). Most mechanical valves and many biologic valves are associated with trivial or mild transprosthetic regurgitation. The pattern of this ''physiologic'' regurgitation varies with the design of the replacement valve. Last, because of shielding and artifacts, insonation of the valve and particularly of regurgitant jets associated with the valve may be difficult. A full transthoracic echocardiographic study requires multiple angulations of the probe and the use of off-axis views. On rare occasions, intermittent obstruction may be suspected, and prolonged Doppler examination may then be required for diagnosis. Transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) is more likely to be needed than for native valves for the evaluation of prosthetic valvular structure and associated complications, including regurgitation, especially in the mitral position.
II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS WITH PROSTHETIC VALVES

A. Types of Prosthetic Valves
Over the past 40 years, a large variety of prosthetic valves have been developed with the aim of improving hemodynamic function, increasing durability, and reducing complications. Nevertheless, there is no ideal valve, and all prosthetic valves are prone to dysfunction. The valve types now implanted include bileaflet and tilting disc mechanical valves, stented porcine and pericardial xenografts, stentless porcine xenografts, cadaveric homografts, and autografts (Ross procedure). Various types of currently used prosthetic valves in the aortic and mitral positions are listed in Appendices A and B. Figures  1 and 2 depict examples of mechanical and bioprosthetic valves and their echocardiographic images, respectively. In patients with aortic root disease, composite grafts may be required to replace the aortic valve and root, usually necessitating coronary reimplantation. Recently, successful percutaneous aortic and pulmonary valve replacements have been accomplished.
Prosthetic valves are broadly grouped as biologic or mechanical ( Table 1 ). 2 The most frequently implanted biologic valve is a stented xenograft. These are composed of fabric-covered polymer or wire stents. The valve may be an entire porcine valve or a composite from 2 or 3 individual pigs. The cusps of stented pericardial xenografts are made from pericardium using a template and sewn inside or outside of the stent posts. Usually, the pericardium is bovine, but pericardium of other species has also been used. Xenografts also differ in the method of preservation of the valve cusps, the use of anticalcification regimens, and the composition and design of the stents and sewing rings.
Stentless xenograft graft valves usually consist of a preparation of porcine aorta. The aorta may be relatively long (Medtronic Freestyle; Medtronic, Inc, Minneapolis, MN) or may be sculpted to fit under the coronary arteries (St Jude Medical Toronto; St Jude Medical, St Paul Minnesota). Some are tricomposite (CryoLife O'Brien, CryoLife, Inc, Kennesaw, GA; BioCor, LLC, Yardley, PA) or made from bovine pericardium (Sorin Freedom; Sorin Group, Milan, Italy). Homograft valves consist of cryopreserved human aortic or, less commonly, pulmonary valves. Most are prepared in tissue banks, although a small number are produced by commercial companies (eg, CryoLife). Stentless valves were introduced to increase the effective orifice area (EOA). It was also hoped that stresses on the cusps might be lessened, leading to better durability and less thrombosis.
Currently, the most frequently implanted mechanical valves are the bileaflet valves. The various designs differ in the composition and purity of the pyrolytic carbon, the shape and opening angle of the leaflets, the design of the pivots, the size and shape of the housing, and the design of the sewing ring. Single tilting disc valves are also frequently used, whereas the Starr-Edwards caged-ball valve is rarely used nowadays but, because of its durability, will continue to be encountered.
Usually, the reported size of a prosthesis refers to the outer diameter of the valve ring, in millimeters. Comparison of the different valve types is difficult, however, because of major variations in sizing convention. 3, 4 This means that for a given patient's tissue annulus, there may be major differences in the labeled size. In a study comparing valve size as stated by the manufacturer against a modeled patient tissue annulus provided by machined polypropylene blocks, the patient ''tissue annulus'' diameter ranged from 3.5 mm smaller to 3.0 mm larger than the labeled size. 4 The various valve types can differ also by their implantation position relative to the valve annulus. This is mainly in the aortic site. Valve implantation can be intra-annular, partially supra-annular, or wholly supra-annular. The supra-annular position is designed to lift as much of the replacement valve above the annulus to maximize the orifice area available for flow. The maximum label size implantable may then be limited by the diameter of the aortic root or the position of the coronary ostia.
Percutaneous valve implantation is an emerging technique whose feasibility has already been demonstrated. [5] [6] [7] Clinical trials evaluating safety and durability are currently in progress. Percutaneous valves have been implanted in the pulmonary and aortic positions. [5] [6] [7] The basic concept is of a tissue valve mounted on a balloon or self-expandable stent. Preliminary experience suggests that echocardiography will be a valuable tool for guiding the procedure and for the evaluation of gradients and residual aortic regurgitation (AR). 8 Normal values for velocities and gradients are available in a small number of patients, but low gradients should be expected. 7, 8 In select older high-risk patients, particularly those with prior coronary artery bypass grafting and severely calcific aortas in whom aortic cross-clamping would pose undue technical difficulty and risk, an aortic valve bypass (apicoaortic conduit) may be performed. This operation interposes a fabric conduit containing either a bioprosthetic or mechanical valve between the left ventricular (LV) apex and descending thoracic aorta. 9 Postoperative evaluation focuses on evaluation of the apical cannula for absence of thrombus and adequate flow. comparison with a baseline study or serial postoperative Doppler echocardiographic studies is often helpful, particularly when the function of the valve is in question ( Table 2 ).
1. Clinical Data. The reason for the echocardiographic study and the patient's symptoms should be clearly documented. Furthermore, because Doppler findings and interpretation depend on the type and size of the replacement valve, this information and the date of surgery should be incorporated in the report when available, as this can be used in subsequent studies. Blood pressure and heart rate should be measured. The heart rate of the cardiac cycles used for Doppler measurements is particularly important in mitral and tricuspid prosthetic valves, because the mean gradient is dependent on the diastolic filling period. Finally, the patient's height, weight, and body surface area should be recorded to assess whether PPM is present and to interpret cardiac chamber size.
2. Echocardiographic Imaging. The echocardiographic assessment of patients with prosthetic valves includes standardized measurement and evaluation of the size of cardiac chambers, LV wall thickness and mass, and indices of LV systolic and diastolic function per guidelines of the ASE. 10 In patients with aortic prostheses, measurements of the aortic root and ascending aorta are recommended. Valves should be imaged from multiple views, with particular attention to the following: the opening and closing motion of the moving parts of the prosthesis (leaflets for bioprosthesis and occluders for mechanical prostheses); the presence of leaflet calcifications or abnormal echo density attached to the sewing ring, occluder, leaflets, stents, or cage; and the appearance of the sewing ring, including careful inspection for regions of separation from the native annulus and for abnormal rocking motion during the cardiac cycle.
In general, magnification of real-time images is necessary for better visualization of the leaflets or occluder mechanism. Mild thickening is often the first sign of primary failure of a biologic valve and is a signal to follow the patient more carefully. 11 Occluder motion of a mechanical valve may not be well visualized by transthoracic echocardiography (TTE) because of artifact and reverberations. Nevertheless, optimal 2-dimensional (2D) echocardiographic visualization of occluder motion in tilting disc valves in the mitral or tricuspid position frequently necessitates incremental rotation of the imaging plane Figure 1 Examples of bileaflet, single-leaflet, and caged-ball mechanical valves and their transesophageal echocardiographic characteristics taken in the mitral position in diastole (middle) and in systole (right). The arrows in diastole point to the occluder mechanism of the valve and in systole to the characteristic physiologic regurgitation observed with each valve. Videos 1 to 6 show the motion and color flow patterns seen with these valves.
View video clips online.
from apical views until the occluder motion is seen. Rocking motion of a replacement valve is almost invariably a sign of a large dehiscence in the aortic position. 12 For valves in the mitral position, however, retention of the posterior or both the anterior and posterior native leaflets can allow increased mobility of a normal prosthesis. This situation can usually be differentiated from a dehiscence by the absence of a regurgitant jet. A few microcavitations, detected as microbubbles, are often seen within the LV cavity in the presence of mechanical valves; these are of doubtful clinical significance. The aortic root may be thickened as a result of hematoma and edema after the insertion of a stentless valve as an inclusion inside the aortic root. 13, 14 This appearance, which can be initially mistaken for an aortic root abscess, usually resolves over 3 to 6 months. This entity can be corroborated on review of the intraoperative or early postoperative study, if available. Last, in patients with or without histories of infective endocarditis, a search for the presence of abscess formation in the region of the prosthetic valve annulus or sewing ring should be undertaken. Most of the above structural abnormalities however are usually better delineated with TEE.
3. Doppler Echocardiography. The principles of interrogation and recording of flow velocity through prosthetic valves are similar to those used in evaluating native valve stenosis or regurgitation. 15, 16 This includes pulsed-wave (PW) and continuous-wave (CW) Doppler as well as color Doppler, using several windows for optimal recording and minimizing angulation between the Doppler beam and flow direction.
a. Determination of Gradients Across Prosthetic Valves. Blood velocity across a prosthetic valve is dependent on several factors, including flow and valve size and type. The simplified Bernoulli equation has been the key to the noninvasive calculation of pressure gradients across all cardiac valves, including prosthetic valves, 17 whereby pressure gradient is derived as 4 Â V 2 , where V is the velocity of the jet in meters per second. In patients with aortic prostheses and high cardiac output or narrow LV outflow (LVO), the velocity proximal to the prosthesis may be elevated and therefore not negligible (proximal velocity > 1.5 m/s). In these situations, estimation of the pressure gradient is more accurately determined by considering the velocity proximal to the prosthesis as P = 4(V 2 2 À V 1 2 ). Pressure gradients derived with the simplified Bernoulli equation have correlated well with hemodynamically measured gradients. In bileaflet prostheses and caged-ball valves, however, overestimation of the gradient may occur, particularly with smaller valves and high cardiac output (see below). [18] [19] [20] [21] b. EOA. The EOA of a prosthesis by the continuity equation is a better index of valve function than gradient alone. This is calculated as
where VTI PrV is the velocity-time integral through the prosthesis determined by CW Doppler. Stroke volume is usually derived as cross-sectional area just proximal to the prosthesis (in aortic or pulmonary valves) multiplied by the VTI of flow by PW Doppler at that site. Using the label size of the prosthetic valve to calculate the cross-sectional area of the annulus is not valid because of significant discrepancy between these measurements. In prosthetic mitral valves, stroke volume calculated at the aortic annulus or pulmonary annulus may be used, provided no significant regurgitation exists. In prosthetic aortic valves, a simplification of the continuity equation is the Doppler velocity index (DVI), the ratio of velocity proximal to the valve, to the velocity through the valve. 22 This index does not rely on measurement of the LVO tract. Conceivably, it may also be applied to prosthetic pulmonary valves, but validation is needed.
c. Pressure Recovery: Hemodynamic Conditions and Clinical Implications. In prosthetic valves, the phenomenon of pressure recovery can occur in two regions: (1) downstream of a valve and (2) within some prosthetic valves, typically bileaflet or caged-ball valves. [18] [19] [20] [21] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] In the first scenario ( Figure 3 , left), as flow expands into the wider lumen beyond a valve, velocity and kinetic energy will decrease and pressure will be recovered. The pressure gradient measured directly by catheter therefore decreases as the catheter port is moved downstream from the prosthetic orifice and will generally be smaller than the gradient estimated from maximal CW Doppler velocity at the vena contracta: the smallest area occupied by flow. The magnitude of this phenomenon is generally small, except in cases in which the aorta is <3 cm in diameter, an infrequent finding in adults.
In the case of mechanical bileaflet prostheses (Figure 3 , right), the particular design of the valve may cause a separate phenomenon of pressure recovery at the level of the valve. This is not seen in monoleaflet prostheses or bioprostheses but may be observed in caged-ball prostheses. 19 The smaller central orifice in bileaflet valves may give rise to a high-velocity jet that corresponds to a localized pressure drop that is largely recovered once the central flow reunites with flows originating from the two lateral orifices (Figure 3 , right). 18, 19 CW Doppler recording often includes this high-velocity jet, which leads to overestimation of gradients and thus underestimation of EOA compared with the invasive hemodynamic standard, particularly in small prostheses and in high flow states. Differentiation of central from lateral orifice jets by Doppler is usually not feasible with TTE but is possible with TEE in prosthetic mitral valves. These effects of pressure recovery usually do not confer a significant problem in assessing valvular dysfunction, because the reported normal Doppler values for bileaflet and caged-ball valves (Appendices A and B) already incorporate this phenomenon, with which individual patient values are compared. 32 However, in situations in which bileaflet valves are very small (19 mm) and accompanied by high flow, differentiation from normal may be difficult and requires evaluation of valve motion and structure using TEE, fluoroscopy, and/or computed tomography (CT).
d. PPM. The physiologic relationship between flow, valve area, and gradient is illustrated by the equation gradient = Q 2 /(K Â EOA 2 ), where Q is flow and K is a constant. For gradients to remain low, the EOA must be proportionate to the flow requirements of the individual, which at rest are largely determined by body size. PPM occurs when the EOA of the prosthesis is too small in relation to the patient's body size, resulting in abnormally high postoperative gradients. [33] [34] [35] [36] The parameter used to characterize PPM is EOA indexed to the patient's body surface area. Although the principles underlying PPM theoretically apply to all valve positions, most studies have focused on the aortic valve. Gradients increase exponentially when the indexed EOA is #0.8 to 0.9 cm 2 /m 2 . 33, [35] [36] [37] On the basis of this relationship, PPM is considered to be hemodynamically insignificant if the indexed EOA is >0.85 cm 2 /m 2 , moderate if between 0.65 and 0.85 cm 2 /m 2 , and severe if <0.65 cm 2 /m 2 . 36 Such categorization is important because the impact of PPM on clinical outcomes increases with severity. 38, 39 The reported prevalence of moderate PPM varies between 20% and 70%, whereas that of severe PPM is between 2% and 11%. 36, 38, 40 It should be emphasized that the indexed EOA, not the size or geometric specifications of the prosthesis, is the only parameter to be consistently related to postoperative gradients and/or adverse clinical outcomes. [41] [42] [43] [44] The main adverse clinical outcome ascribed to PPM is reduced short-term and long-term survival, particularly if associated with LV dysfunction. 38, 45, 46 There are some reports of lesser regression of LV hypertrophy, 40 increased incidence of late cardiac events, 39, 46 and less improvement in functional class, 47 although other studies have found little effect. PPM can largely be avoided 36, 43, 44, 48, 49 by the calculation of the projected indexed EOA of the prosthesis to be implanted. If PPM is anticipated, choosing an alternative prosthesis or considering aortic root enlargement surgery is advised. PPM has also been described in the mitral position. 50 It has been suggested that the indexed EOA of mitral prostheses should ideally be no less than 1.2 to 1.3 cm 2 /m 2 to avoid abnormally high postoperative gradients. 34, 35 Depending on the study, [51] [52] [53] the reported prevalence for mitral PPM varies between 39% and 71% and was shown to be associated with persisting pulmonary hypertension 52 and decreased long-term survival. 51, 53 Recent data suggest that PPM may not have similar detrimental effects in obese patients (body mass index > 30 kg/m 2 ) compared with nonobese patients. 54 For similar body surface areas, obese patients tend to have lower cardiac output requirements. Future studies are needed to determine if it would be more appropriate to index the EOA for fat-free mass rather than body surface area in obese patients.
e. Doppler Recordings and Measurements Based on Prosthetic
Valve Position. For the aortic position, the measurements needed are peak velocity, mean gradient, VTI, DVI, and EOA by the continuity equation. For serial studies, it is reasonable to use the DVI (see below under ''Prosthetic Aortic Valves'') because this avoids measuring the LVO tract diameter. For the pulmonary position, the measurements needed are those of peak velocity and derived mean pressure difference. Although EOA and DVI could be calculated for a prosthetic pulmonary valve, little experience exists with these parameters.
In the mitral and tricuspid positions, the measurements needed are peak velocity, mean pressure gradient, VTI, and pressure half-time. Heart rate reporting is essential. It is not appropriate to use the pressure half-time formula (220/pressure half-time) to estimate orifice area in prosthetic valves. This is valid only for moderate or severe stenoses with orifice areas < 1.5 cm 2 . For larger valve areas, the pressure half-time reflects atrial and LV compliance characteristics and loading conditions and has no relation to valve area. 34, 55 Figure 3 Schematic representation of velocity and pressure changes from the LVO tract to the ascending aorta (A A ) in the presence of a stented bioprosthesis and a bileaflet mechanical valve illustrating the phenomenon of pressure recovery. Because of pressure recovery, velocities are lower and systolic arterial pressure (SAP) is higher at the distal aorta than at the level of the vena contracta (VC). This is further exaggerated in the case of a bileaflet valve, in which the velocity is higher in the central orifice (CO) and thus pressure drop is higher at that level. Doppler gradients are estimated from maximal velocity at the level of the vena contracta and represent the maximal pressure drop, whereas invasive estimation of gradients usually reflect net pressure difference (DP) between LV systolic pressure (LVSP) and ascending aorta. LO, Lateral orifice; SV, stroke volume in LVO.
Doppler recordings should be performed at a sweep speed of 100 mm/s. Measurements should be taken over 1 to 3 cycles in sinus rhythm. In atrial fibrillation, Doppler measurements should be performed when possible during periods of physiologic heart rate (65-85 beats/min). Averaging from 5 to 15 beats in atrial fibrillation has been suggested but is cumbersome and may still give an unrepresentative result, because cycle lengths may vary substantially. In cases in which the derivation of a parameter requires measurements from different cardiac cycles (eg, EOA by the continuity equation, DVI), matching of the respective cycle lengths to within 10% is advised. For prosthetic aortic EOA calculation, the preceding intervals of LVO velocity and prosthetic valve flow should be matched, whereas for mitral valves, the cycle length of mitral inflow should be matched with the preceding interval of LVO velocity, if this is an acceptable site for stroke volume measurement.
f. Physiologic Regurgitation. Minor regurgitation is normal in virtually all mechanical valves (Figures 1 and 2 ). Two types of ''physiologic'' regurgitation may be seen: a closing volume (a displacement of blood caused by the motion of the occluder) and true trivial or mild regurgitation at the hinges of the occluder. For the Starr-Edwards valve, there is a typical small closing volume and usually little or no true transvalvular regurgitation ( Figure 1 ). The single tilting disc valves have both types of regurgitation, but the pattern may vary: the Bjork-Shiley valve has small jets located just inside the sewing ring, where the closed disc meets the housing, while the Medtronic Hall valve has these same jets plus a single large jet through a central hole in the disc (Figure 1 ). The bileaflet valves typically have multiple jets located just inside the sewing ring, where the closed leaflets meet the housing, and centrally, where the closed bileaflets meet each other ( Figure 1 ). These ''washing jets'' are thought to prevent the formation of thrombi at sites of stasis within the housing. The associated regurgitant fraction is directly related to the size of the valve and is also larger at low cardiac outputs. Although the regurgitant fraction is usually no larger than 10% to 15%, the associated color jet can look large, up to 5 cm long (especially in Medtronic Hall valves), but narrow at its origin ( Figure 1 ). In the case of bileaflet valves, they are usually found in formation, two from each pivotal point; sometimes these single pivotal washing jets divide into 2 or 3 separate ''plumes'' ( Figure 1 ). The jets are invariably low in momentum, so that they are homogeneous in color, with aliasing mostly confined to the base of the jet.
Regurgitation is increasingly reported in normal biologic valves, mainly because of increased sensitivity of current ultrasound machines. Stentless valves, including homografts and autografts, are more likely than stented valves to have minor regurgitant jets. Percutaneous aortic valves may have small central and/or paravalvular regurgitation ( Figure 2 ). g. Pathologic Prosthetic Regurgitation. Pathologic regurgitation is either central or paravalvular. Most pathologic central valvular regurgitation is seen with biologic valves, whereas paravalvular regurgitation is seen with either valve type and is frequently the site of regurgitation in mechanical valves. Localization of paravalvular regurgitation may be difficult and is possible with confidence only if a trail of flow can be visualized around the outside of the sewing ring. This may require the use of multiple transducer positions, including offaxis views. Multiplanar TEE may be necessary, particularly in mitral and tricuspid valves. Although paraprosthetic regurgitation is abnormal, small jets are not uncommon, especially during perioperative examination early after surgery. Immediately following implantation, the prevalence of paravalvular regurgitation ranges between 5% and 20% 56, 57 ; the majority of these leaks, however, are clinically and hemodynamically insignificant and, in the absence of endocarditis, have a benign course. There is no evidence that they increase the risk for endocarditis, but on occasion, they may cause hemolytic anemia due to red cell destruction.
Broadly, the same principles and methods used for quantitation of native valvular regurgitation, detailed in a previous document, 16 can be used for prosthetic valves, but are more challenging. Because of shielding and reverberations of the prosthesis, detection of regurgitation with TTE is more difficult for valves in the mitral and tricuspid positions, particularly in mechanical valves ( Figure 4 ). Indirect clues from various Doppler parameters can suggest the presence of significant regurgitation. However, TEE is frequently needed for the diagnosis of prosthetic MR. The frequent eccentricity of regurgitant jets, particularly in mechanical valves, renders the quantitation and assessment of regurgitation in general more difficult or limited. Multiple small normal transprosthetic jets cannot be quantified accurately, but this is not necessary in clinical practice. For paravalvular jets, the proportion of the circumference of the sewing ring occupied by the jet gives an approximate guide to severity. Comparative flow measurements for the determination of regurgitant volume or fraction, which frequently rely on the determination of stroke volume at annular sites, can be used for prosthetic AR and pulmonary regurgitation (PR) (annular measurement not hindered by the prosthesis) but not for prosthetic MR. The availability of real-time 3-dimensional (3D) TEE with Doppler may facilitate the quantitation of prosthetic regurgitation.
C. Considerations for Intraoperative Patients
Since its introduction in the early 1970s, intraoperative echocardiography has steadily become an invaluable diagnostic tool for patients undergoing valve surgery. Because of the potential for suboptimal surgical results, the intraoperative detection of prosthetic valve dysfunction is highly desirable. Among the available routes and modalities for imaging, such as TEE and epicardial and epiaortic ultrasound, TEE remains the most widely used. The American Society of Anesthesiologists has recommended intraoperative TEE as a category II indication in patients undergoing valve surgery. 58 Current American College of Cardiology and American Heart Association practice guidelines recommend TEE as a class 1 indication for patients undergoing valve replacement with stentless xenograft, homograft, or autograft valves. 1 The comprehensive assessment of prosthetic valves requires advanced echocardiographic training, which must be factored in when the intraoperative use of TEE is considered. Although the criteria for assessment remain similar, intraoperative patients deserve special consideration. The intraoperative environment presents unique challenges. The period prior to cardiopulmonary bypass is usually associated with reduced preload and myocardial depression that accompanies the anesthetized state. 59 Moreover, an open chest, open pericardial cavity, and positive pressure ventilation also influence loading conditions. 60 The postbypass phase, on the other hand, is a labile period during which there are frequent changes in preload and afterload, inotropic and chronotropic drugs may be in effect, and the heart is frequently electrically paced. 61 All of the above factors must be considered during the echocardiographic assessment of prosthetic valve function.
Prosthetic valves may need to be assessed intraoperatively in 3 situations: (1) after the replacement of a diseased native valve, (2) in unrelated cardiac surgery as a part of comprehensive TEE, and (3) prior to redo valve surgery in dysfunctional prosthetic valves. A patient who presents for valve replacement surgery has usually undergone extensive imaging preoperatively, and the decision to replace the valve has already been made. However, in the operating room, the intraoperative echocardiographer can provide valuable feedback to the surgeon regarding the size of the valve annulus to assist with prosthetic valve selection. After cardiopulmonary bypass, the assessment of the newly seated valve is essential. Multiple echocardiographic views are obtained to determine the appropriate movement of valve leaflets, and color flow Doppler should exclude the presence of paravalvular leaks. Intraoperative echocardiography is also important in patients at risk for ''geometric mismatch'' of the valve and surrounding tissue or annulus, with resultant regurgitation because of the relatively small size of the valve (patients with stentless valves or the Ross procedure). Postoperatively, any regurgitation that is graded moderate or severe would need to be surgically corrected immediately prior to leaving the operating room. Other complications, such as ''stuck'' mechanical valve leaflets, valve dehiscence, and dysfunction of adjacent valves, may also be detected and require immediate surgical attention. The pressure gradient across a newly seated valve may initially be abnormally high, especially in the aortic position. 62 Several factors could contribute to the finding of an elevated gradient, including high postbypass cardiac output, hemodilution, high subvalvular velocities, and PPM. Regardless of the possible reasons, a high gradient should always prompt the search for mechanical causes of valve obstruction, such as stuck valve leaflets or occlusive thrombus. If echocardiographic assessment demonstrates no apparent mechanical cause, the surgery may proceed as planned and the valve may be interrogated postoperatively. Inappropriately high gradients may also be assessed by alternate imaging modalities, such as epicardial or epiaortic ultrasound. During the placement of a prosthetic valve in the mitral position, the surgeon may choose a transseptal approach to the left atrium. Postoperatively, the interatrial septum should be evaluated for any residual communication.
In situations in which the insertion of a transesophageal echocardiographic probe is not preferred (eg, esophageal stricture), prosthetic valves may need to be assessed by epicardial or epiaortic ultrasound. These modalities may also be indicated to interrogate a prosthetic valve to obtain Doppler-derived gradients. Surface echocardiography affords greater flexibility for aligning the Doppler beam with the direction of blood flow. However, appropriate expertise must be available for image acquisition and interpretation. 63 
D. Complications of Prosthetic Valves
1. General Considerations: Early Versus Late Complications. a. Early Complications. Valvular dysfunction after surgery is usually related to technical challenges during surgery or early infection. Paravalvular leak is more frequent after debridement of calcium, repeat valvular surgery, and reconstruction of the aortic or mitral annulus and in older patients. Early leaks are usually mild and may not be detected clinically or by TTE (particularly in the mitral position). PPM and geometric mismatch are increasingly recognized complication of valve replacement (Table 3) . Early prosthetic thromboembolism is rare in the absence of a coagulopathy or inadequate anticoagulation. Rarely, the technique of chordal preservation for mitral prostheses may lead to chordal entrapment and obstruction of a mechanical prosthesis. Last, acute endocarditis occurs in <1% of patients and is likely reduced by the common use of perioperative antibiotics.
b. Late Complications. The incidence and nature of late dysfunction varies more with the type of prosthesis used, its durability and thrombogenicity, as well as patient factors such as the risk for endocarditis (Table 3 ). Thromboembolism is determined by the type of heart valve as well as by patient-related factors (LV function, left atrial [LA] size, presence of atrial fibrillation). Mechanical valves are associated with a significant incidence of thromboembolic complications, though critical valve thrombosis is uncommon. The cause is usually inadequate anticoagulation. Both mechanical and tissue valves are also at risk for interaction between the prosthesis and host to create fibrous ingrowth or pannus, which can lead to progressive obstruction. Rizzoli et al 64 followed 2680 patients who received $1 mechanical prosthesis for the development of complications requiring reoperation. Risk increased from the aortic to mitral to double-valve implants. Reoperation for prosthetic valve malfunction was required in 251 patients and was due to dehiscence in 133, pannus in 48 (a linearized rate of 0.24%/patient-year), and thrombosis in 29 (a linearized rate of 0.15%/patientyear). 64 Obstruction of stentless or autograft valves due to thrombosis is rare, and pannus is much less frequent.
Valve degeneration leading to stenosis and/or regurgitation remains the most frequent complication of biologic valves, despite advances in valve design that have led to significant improvement in durability. For example, the Carpentier-Edwards pericardial valve (Edwards Lifesciences, Inc, Irvine, CA), introduced in 1981, has had greater success, with a freedom from structural valve failure in the mitral position that ranges from 69% to 85% at 10 years in a patient population with a mean age of 60 to 70 years. 65 Better results are obtained in the aortic position and worse results in younger patients or in those with renal failure who are more prone to leaflet calcification. Aortic homografts appear to have increased longevity, especially in younger patients, compared with stented valves. 66 Patients with composite aortic valve and root replacement have the same type of complications as the type of valve used within the conduit and in addition may suffer from pseudoaneurysm or dehiscence at the coronary artery buttons and/or at the annular anastomosis. 67 Although this complication can be suspected from the transthoracic examination, it usually requires transesophageal echocardiographic evaluation. The various complications after valve replacement and their echocardiographic features are beyond the scope of this document and have been recently reviewed. 67 2. Endocarditis. Echocardiography plays a central role in the diagnosis and management of patients with infective endocarditis and should be performed in all cases in which there is a medium or high clinical suspicion or when the patient is severely ill. However, echocardiography is not usually indicated in a stable patient as part of a fever screen until other more common causes of fever are excluded. Vegetations are usually irregularly shaped and can be recognized on echocardiography as independently mobile structures of relatively low echogenicity. Vegetations in the setting of prosthetic valves tend to form in the valve ring area and may spread to the leaflet of the prosthetic valve, stent, or occluder and impair the opening and closing of the valve. Differentiation of vegetations from other masses, such as thrombus, sutures, or pledgets, may be difficult without considering the echocardiographic findings in the context of the clinical presentation. Comparison of findings with those from previous studies is also quite helpful.
Abnormal cavities, produced by either an echo-lucent or an echodense mass, may be seen in the valve ring area. Abscesses are sometimes observed even in cases in which vegetations are absent and may occasionally infiltrate the septum and impair the conduction system. Early after surgery, particularly in stentless valves, edema and hematoma may occur and simulate a walled-off abscess. Progression of an abscess may result in a fistula between the heart chambers. Color Doppler is very useful in these situations for shunt detection. Endocarditis may also lead to suture dehiscence and paravalvular regurgitation in all prosthetic valves and to valve destruction in bioprosthetic valves.
TTE is often limited in assessing prosthetic valve endocarditis and its complications. TEE, on the other hand, demonstrates high sensitivity (86%-94%) and specificity (88%-100%) for the detection of vegetations. [68] [69] [70] TEE is also superior to TTE in detecting associated perivalvular abscesses in the posterior but not in the anterior aortic root. [71] [72] [73] The reported sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of perivalvular abscesses with TTE are 28% and 98%, respectively, and with TEE, 87% and 95%, respectively. 72 TEE is therefore necessary in cases in which infective endocarditis is strongly suspected, even when no significant findings are seen on TTE. 74, 75 TEE is also indicated if signs of infection persist or progress despite appropriate antimicrobial treatment, evoking suspected complications such as valve ring abscess or shunt. For the best diagnostic accuracy, a combination of TTE and TEE is needed, because anterior structural abnormalities can be missed by TEE because of shadowing, depending on valve location. 71, 74 The negative predictive value of combined TTE and TEE is 95%. 76, 77 Thus, although the combined approach is highly accurate in diagnosing endocarditis and its complications, a small percentage of cases can be missed, particularly if clinical suspicion is strong. 77, 78 In such cases, a repeat study is recommended after 7 to 10 days.
Prosthetic Valve Thrombosis Versus Pannus.
Prosthetic valve thrombosis is much more common in mechanical than tissue valves. Although thrombus formation is frequently associated with valve obstruction, regurgitation, or embolism, it may be an incidental finding during imaging. 79 Recent history of a systemic embolic event is associated with the presence of a thrombus 79 or fibrinous-like mobile ''strands'' that can be detected with TEE. 80, 81 The distinction between thrombus and pannus as the underlying etiology of obstruction is essential if thrombolytic therapy is contemplated. TEE along with clinical parameters can help differentiate the two entities. 82 Thrombi are in general larger and have a soft ultrasound density, similar to that of the myocardium. Specific features for pannus formation include a small dense mass that in 30% of cases may not be distinctly visualized. Detection of abnormal prosthetic valve motion by TEE is more common in valves with thrombus. Pannus formation is more common in the aortic position ( Figure 5 ). Characteristically, thrombi associated with mitral prostheses extend beyond the surgical ring into the left atrium and atrial appendage. Compared with pannus formation, obstruction due to thrombus is associated with a short duration of symptoms and with a history of inadequate anticoagulation (international normalized ratio < 2). The combination of findings of a soft density on the prosthesis and an inadequate international normalized ratio has reported positive and negative predictive values of 87% and 89%, respectively, for thrombus formation. 82 Thrombus formation may interfere with the mechanism of valve motion and cause significant obstruction that may be catastrophic ( Figure 6 ). Traditionally, these patients underwent redo valve replacement. Recently, fibrinolytic therapy has emerged as an alternative to surgical treatment for obstructed left-sided prosthetic valves and is considered the treatment of choice for tricuspid valve thrombosis. [83] [84] [85] [86] If thrombolysis is contemplated, TEE should be performed for diagnosis and risk stratification. A thrombus area on TEE of <0.85 cm 2 confers a lower risk for embolic phenomena or death associated with thrombolysis. 86 Doppler echocardiography is the preferred modality to assess serially the hemodynamic success of thrombolysis. 86, 87 It is important to remember that pannus and thrombus may both be present. After thrombolysis that is judged successful on the basis of improved hemodynamics and/or valve motion, it is very important to follow patients with serial clinical and echocardiographic examinations, because residual pannus can lead to rethrombosis of the prosthesis.
E. Stress Echocardiography in Evaluating Prosthetic Valve Function
1. Prosthetic Aortic Valves. Some patients with symptoms as a result of pathologic obstructions or PPM have equivocal Doppler parameters of prosthetic valve function at rest. Stress echocardiography should be considered in patients with exertional symptoms for which the diagnosis is not clear. The aim is to test for valve dysfunction, coexistent coronary disease, and, on occasion, new or worsening MR. Dobutamine and supine bicycle exercise are most commonly used. Treadmill exercise provides additional information about exercise capacity but is less frequently used because the recording of the valve hemodynamics is after completion of exercise, when the hemodynamics may rapidly return to baseline.
Normally functioning stentless valves open well in systole with a resultant minimal increase in mean pressure gradient from about 6 mm Hg at rest to 9 mm Hg during stress. [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] Stented bovine pericardial valves are similar, 93 while porcine valves are relatively more obstructive. In one study, mean pressure difference for the Medtronic intact porcine valve rose from 19 to 28 mm Hg during stress. 91 Comprehensive normal ranges and precise cut points, however, are not available. It is likely that a guide to significant obstruction would be similar to that for native valves, such as a rise in mean gradient >15 mm Hg with stress. 92 In clinical practice, a combination of exact reproduction of symptoms with no aortic valves can be used. In the elderly, light exercise around the echocardiography laboratory or using a step stool may be sufficient to elicit the abnormal hemodynamics. No normal ranges or cut points exist, but data from native valves provide a guide. Obstruction or PPM is likely if the mean gradient rises above 18 mm Hg after exercise, even when the resting mean gradient is normal. 94 F. Other Techniques for Assessing Replacement Heart Valves 1. Cinefluoroscopy. Cinefluoroscopy was the first noninvasive imaging technique to evaluate prosthetic valves. In mechanical prosthetic valves, cinefluoroscopy is easily applied because of the radiopaque base ring and the ball or disc occluder. In tissue valves, however, cinefluoroscopy has limited value. [95] [96] [97] Abnormal tilting or rocking of the base ring is indicative of extensive valve dehiscence. Small or moderate dehiscence, however, cannot be diagnosed without cardiac catheterization and dye injection. Impaired excursion or incomplete seating of the moving parts of the prosthesis suggests the presence of tissue in-growth or thrombus. Detection of calcium on the leaflets of a tissue valve is diagnostic of degeneration but does not allow assessment of its hemodynamic impact. 98, 99 A serious complication of older models of valve prostheses with dramatic clinical presentation and high mortality was strut fracture with disc embolization. In these cases, cinefluoroscopy or plain-film radiography was the study of choice. [100] [101] [102] [103] Modifications in design and construction in the new generation of valves have abolished this problem.
With the advent of TEE, motion as well as structure of prosthetic valves can be assessed, thus providing an advantage over cinefluoroscopy. TEE allows an excellent evaluation of valve motion in mitral and tricuspid prosthetic valves, because of their en face position in relation to the imaging plane. Cinefluoroscopy currently still plays a complementary diagnostic role in evaluating disc mobility of mechanical aortic valves.
CT.
In prosthetic valves, the simple visualization of mobile cusps or occluder, without quantification, can be enough to differentiate PPM from pathology as a cause of unexpectedly high gradients. Case studies have reported successful imaging of cusps and occluders with CT in normally functioning aortic and mitral replacement valves and the detection of a stuck mechanical leaflet. [104] [105] [106] CT of moving structures (cine CT), however, requires reconstruction of multiple phases of the cardiac cycle and at this time has limited temporal resolution.
CT can also image pannus 107, 108 which may be difficult on TTE or TEE, particularly in the aortic position. Case reports suggest that vegetations can also be imaged. 109 Calcification on CT correlates approximately with the grade of stenosis on echocardiography in native valves 110 and could aid in the detection of early primary failure of biologic replacement valves. 111 To date, there are no systematic studies comparing CT with echocardiography. At this time, there are no definitive indications for CT in assessing prosthetic heart valve dysfunction. However, early clinical experience shows that CT could be used as an alternative to fluoroscopy for mechanical valves and could be considered for imaging the cusps of biologic valves if the results of TEE are inconclusive.
3. Cardiac Catheterization. Measurements of flow and pressure gradients are used for the calculation of EOA using the Gorlin formula. Normal values of valve gradients and effective areas have been reported for several heart valves. 112 Contrast injection allows the assessment of prosthetic valve regurgitation. Ideally, a dual-catheter approach is needed to measure pressure upstream and downstream from the valve. In clinical practice, however, this is not commonly performed. Crossing a prosthetic valve with a catheter should not be attempted in mechanical valves because of limitations and possible complications. [113] [114] [115] In prosthetic mitral valves, the use of pulmonary capillary wedge pressure for measurement of transmitral gradient frequently results in an overestimation of gradient and hence underestimation of valve area compared with direct measurement of LA pressure. 17, [116] [117] [118] Thus, in the rare cases in which invasive mitral prosthetic gradients need to be assessed, a direct measurement of LA pressure with a transseptal technique is currently recommended. Tissue valves can be crossed with a catheter easily, but a degenerative, calcified bioprosthesis is friable, and leaflet rupture with acute severe regurgitation is possible. A dual-catheter technique for the measurement of gradients is still needed in rare cases of prosthetic aortic valves in which gradients cannot be adequately obtained by transthoracic Doppler echocardiography or TEE. Contrast angiography is occasionally used, along with TEE, in delineating associated complications of prosthetic valves, such as fistulas and pseudoaneurysms.
G. Postoperative Evaluation and Follow-Up Studies
Ideally, a baseline postoperative transthoracic echocardiographic study should be performed at the first visit, 2 to 4 weeks after hospital discharge, when the chest wound has healed, ventricular function has improved, and anemia with its attendant hyperdynamic state has abated. 1 However if the patient is being transferred and may not return, it may be best to perform the study before hospital discharge.
Routine follow-up clinical visits should be conducted annually after valve replacement, with earlier reevaluations and echocardiography if there is a change in clinical status. Routine echocardiography after a first postoperative study is not indicated for normally functioning prostheses in the absence of associated pathology, other indications for echocardiography (eg, follow-up of LV dysfunction), or clinical symptoms suggestive of valvular dysfunction or other cardiac pathology. 1 Patients with bioprosthetic valves may be considered for annual echocardiography after the first 5 years in the absence of a change in clinical status. In patients with mechanical heart valves, routine annual echocardiography is not indicated in the absence of a change in physical examination or clinical status. 1
III. EVALUATION OF PROSTHETIC AORTIC VALVES
A. Prosthetic Aortic Valve Function and Stenosis
1. Imaging Considerations. Echocardiographic imaging should identify the sewing ring, the valve or occluder mechanism, and the surrounding area. The ball or disc is often indistinctly imaged because of echo reverberations, whereas the leaflets of normal tissue valves should be thin with an unrestricted motion. Stentless or homograft valves may be indistinguishable from native valves. Imaging from the parasternal views should also be aimed at delineating well the LVO tract for measurement of LVO diameter to determine stroke volume and EOA. One can use modified views (lower parasternal location) to keep the artifact from the valve away from the LVO.
Doppler Parameters of Prosthetic Aortic Valve Function.
A complete examination includes an estimation of pressure gradients, DVI, EOA, an assessment of regurgitation if present, and LV size and function (Table 4 ).
a. Velocity and Gradients. Doppler velocity recordings across normal prosthetic valves usually resemble those of mild native aortic stenosis, with a maximal velocity usually >2 m/s, along with a triangular shape of the velocity contour, with occurrence of the maximal velocity in early systole. With increasing stenosis of the valve, a higher velocity and gradient are observed, with longer duration of ejection and more delayed peaking of the velocity during systole (Figure 7) . High gradients may be seen with normally functioning valves with a small size, increased stroke volume, PPM, or valve obstruction. Conversely, a mildly elevated gradient in the setting of severe LV dysfunction may indicate significant stenosis. Thus, the ability to distinguish malfunctioning from normal prosthetic valves in high flow states on the basis of gradients alone may be difficult. If the velocity in the LVO is >2 m/s, a suspicion of a dynamic or fixed obstruction exists upstream to the valve. In this situation, the estimated gradient through the prosthesis should reflect that it is a combined gradient. To minimize angle error, CW Doppler evaluation of aortic prostheses must be performed, similar to native aortic stenosis, from multiple transducer positions, including apical, right parasternal (with the patient in the right lateral decubitus position), right supraclavicular, and suprasternal notch (with the patient in a supine or semirecumbent position for these last two). Measurements of prosthesis velocity and gradients are made from the transducer position yielding the highest velocities. Occasionally, such as in patients with chronic lung disease, subcostal transducer positions yield the highest velocities.
For the adequate assessment of prosthetic valve function, other qualitative and quantitative indices that are less dependent on flow should be evaluated ( Table 4 ). The contour of the velocity through the prosthesis is a qualitative but valuable index of prosthetic valve function that is used in conjunction with the other quantitative indices. In a normal valve, even during high flow, there is a triangular shape to the velocity, with early peaking of the velocity and a short acceleration time (AT; the time from the onset of flow to maximal velocity), similar to mild native aortic stenosis. With prosthetic valve obstruction, a more rounded velocity contour is seen, with the velocity peaking almost in mid-ejection, prolonged AT, ejection time (ET) as well as the AT/ET ratio (Figure 7) . 119, 120 These parameters are valuable in the overall assessment of valve function, particularly in high gradients. Recent data have shown that a cutoff of AT of 100 ms differentiates well between normal and stenotic prosthetic valves. 119, 121 An AT/ET > 0.4 is also consistent with prosthetic valve obstruction. 119, 121 These indices are independent of Doppler angulation with the jet direction. Other quantitative indices of valve function that are less dependent on flow are EOA and DVI.
b. EOA. Aortic EOA 24, 122, 123 is most often derived with stroke volume at the LVO as
where CSA LVO is the cross-sectional area of the outflow tract, derived from a diameter measurement just underneath the prosthesis from the parasternal long-axis view assuming a circular geometry, and VTI LVO is the VTI proximal to the leaflets or occluder as recorded from an apical 5-chamber or long-axis view using PW Doppler (Figure 8 ). Care should be exercised in locating the sample volume adjacent to the prosthesis while avoiding the region of subvalvular acceleration (this usually requires a position 0.5 to 1 cm below the sewing ring (toward the apex). The Doppler waveform should be smooth, with minimal spectral broadening and a well-defined peak. VTI PrAV is the VTI across the prosthesis using CW Doppler and is obtained from the same signals that are used for measurement of prosthesis peak velocity and mean gradient.
EOA, as expected, is dependent on the size of the inserted valve (Appendix A). EOA should therefore be referenced to the valve size of a particular valve type. For valves of any size, significant stenosis is suspected when valve area is <0.8 cm 2 . However, for the smallest size valve, this may still be normal, particularly for bileaflet valves because of pressure recovery (Appendix A). These are situations in which the size of the valve is crucial to know, and a comparison with a baseline postoperative study is helpful. The largest source of variability is measurement of the LVO tract. When this diameter is difficult to obtain, another site for flow measurement may be used. If TEE is performed, it offers an excellent opportunity for an LVO measurement. 124 c. DVI. DVI is a dimensionless ratio of the proximal velocity in the LVO tract to that of flow velocity through the prosthesis:
DVI is calculated as the ratio of respective VTIs and can be approximated as the ratio of the respective peak velocities (Figure 9 ). 22 DVI incorporates the effect of flow on velocity through the valve and is much less dependent on valve size. 22 DVI can therefore be helpful to screen for valve dysfunction, particularly when the cross-sectional area of the LVO tract cannot be obtained or valve size is not known. Part of the reason why DVI is less dependent on valve size is inherent in the relation of aortic valve size to the LVO cross-sectional area: the larger the LVO area, the larger the size of the valve that can be fitted at surgery. 22 DVI is always less than unity, because velocity will always accelerate through the prosthesis. A DVI < 0.25 is highly suggestive of significant valve obstruction. In a group of patients with severe stenosis of St Jude Medical aortic valves requiring reoperation, the mean DVI was 0.19 6 0.05 (range, 0.12-0.27) and significantly lower compared with matched controls with normal prosthetic valve function (mean DVI, 0.39; range, 0.28-0.55). 22, 125 Similar to EOA, DVI is not affected by high flow conditions through the valve, including AR, whereas blood velocity and gradient across the valve are. 125 3. Diagnosis of Prosthetic Aortic Valve Stenosis. The appearance of a new murmur with new congestive heart failure symptoms in a patient with prosthetic aortic valve should prompt an urgent transthoracic study and, if indicated, TEE. However, the initial suspicion of prosthetic valve stenosis may be the incidental finding of abnormally high flow velocities detected during a routine examination. One must bear in mind that high velocity alone is not proof of intrinsic prosthetic obstruction and may be secondary to high flow or PPM. To the opposite, high gradients may not be manifest in patients with prosthesis dysfunction and low cardiac output state. Finally, Doppler recorded gradients may be spuriously elevated in bileaflet mechanical prosthesis because of pressure recovery at the valvular level. There is significant variability in quantitative parameters of valve function because of different valve types and sizes. Individual valve parameters of velocity, gradients, and EOAs for various valve types and sizes in the aortic position are listed in Appendix A. 126 While recognizing these differences, the writing group has provided general guidelines regarding parameters that should be measured and evaluated to assess aortic valve function. Table 5 offers a general guide to collective normal values, intermediate values for which stenosis may be possible, and values that usually suggest obstruction in prosthetic aortic valves under normal or nearly normal cardiac output conditions. These in general apply to most prosthetic valves and exclude homografts, stentless valves, and percutaneous prostheses, because the latter have flow dynamics that are close to native valves.
In the presence of any abnormality of these parameters, a systematic assessment of the findings should be performed. The algorithm in Figure 10 proposes an approach to the evaluation of valves with an elevated peak velocity >3.0 m/s. A DVI is calculated and its value integrated with information from the contour of the jet velocity. If the DVI is >0.25 and the jet shows early peaking of the velocity (AT < 100 ms), 119, 121 most likely, the valve is normal, particularly if the other quantitative parameters fall in the normal or intermediate range ( Table 5 ). In this case, the high velocity is most likely because of high flow, PPM, or pressure recovery from a bileaflet or cagedball valve. Obstruction of the valve starts to be suspected when the DVI is <0.30 and is highly suggested if the DVI is <0.25 and the jet has a rounded contour, with late peaking of the velocity (AT > 100 ms). The more abnormal the quantitative parameters, the more certainty there is regarding prosthetic obstruction.
In cases of discordance between information from the DVI and contour of the jet, considerations should be given to either valvular dysfunction or technical issues. In a normal DVI of >0.30 but a rounded contour and an AT > 100 ms, prosthetic stenosis should be considered, the reason for the elevated LVO velocity being either improper position of PW Doppler sample volume (too close to the valve, causing high velocity recording in the LVO) or subvalvular narrowing. Alternatively, the gradient through the prosthesis may be underestimated by improper CW Doppler recording because of problems of angulation of ultrasound with the stenotic jet. In the converse situation of a low DVI (<0.25) and a normal contour of the jet and an AT < 100 ms, an improper LVO velocity recording is most likely the situation (sample volume position too far apical from the prosthesis).
If the diagnosis of valve obstruction is in question, confirmation of the abnormality in valve motion is undertaken with TEE and/or fluoroscopy or CT. Although TEE can help evaluate complications of a valve, such as dehiscence, endocarditis, or thrombus formation, leaflet mobility in the aortic position is not optimally assessed with TEE in mechanical valves. In the latter situation, fluoroscopy and CT are very helpful to visualize mobility of the occluder.
B. Prosthetic Aortic Valve Regurgitation
1. Imaging Considerations. TTE is useful to identify the presence of both paravalvular and intravalvular prosthetic AR. Acoustic shadowing, so problematic with mitral prostheses, is less of an issue for prosthetic AR (Figure 4) . The optimal views for the detection of regurgitant jets include the parasternal long-axis and short-axis views, the apical long-axis view, and the 5-chamber view. Off-axis views may be helpful in localizing regurgitant jets and determining their origin.
In the parasternal short-axis view, color flow Doppler interrogation of the sewing ring may be able to localize and define the extent of a perivalvular leak. However, in this view, acoustic shadowing may obscure jets in the region of the noncoronary sinus.
Doppler Evaluation of Severity of Prosthetic AR.
Few studies have attempted to quantitate the severity of prosthetic AR. 127 Rallidis et al 127 classified mild AR as a narrow turbulent jet, with a ratio of jet diameter/LVO diameter of <25%. Broader jets were classified as moderate or severe, depending on other criteria, such as the pressure half-time or the presence of holodiastolic flow reversal in the descending aorta. 127 The integrative approach recommended for native aortic valve regurgitation should be applied to prosthetic AR, with several caveats and modifications 16 (Table 6 ), as noted below.
a. Color Doppler. With color Doppler, an evaluation of the components of the color AR jet (flow convergence, vena contracta, and extent in the LVO and left ventricle), its origin, and its direction is necessary for an accurate evaluation. Normal ''physiologic'' jets will usually be low in momentum, as shown by homogeneous color jets that are small in extent. The ratios of jet diameter/LVO diameter from parasternal long-axis imaging and jet area/LVO area from parasternal short-axis imaging of the LVO just below the prosthesis, as parameters of AR severity, are best applied in central jets. In certain instances, acoustic shadowing directly below the valve may obscure accurate measurement of jet width in the LVO. As AR jets may often be eccentric, measurement of the jet width perpendicular to the LVO tract will cut the jet obliquely and risk overestimation ( Figure 11) . Last, and similar to native AR, entrainment of the jet in the LVO tract may lead to rapid broadening of the jet just after the vena contracta and thus to overestimation of regurgitant severity. Conversely, jets of significant AR may be so eccentric as to impinge on the wall of the LVO or anterior mitral valve and be less impressive on color Doppler. In these instances, integration of the evaluation by other Doppler parameters is necessary.
In contrast to native valves, the width of the vena contracta, as a parameter of AR severity, may be difficult to accurately measure in the long axis in the presence of a prosthesis. Careful imaging of the neck of the jet in a short-axis view, at the level of the prosthesis sewing ring, allows determination of the circumferential extent of the Figure 8 Derivation of EOA of a prosthetic valve in the aortic position by Doppler echocardiography. The diameter of the LVO tract, just below the insertion of the prosthetic aortic valve, is shown. Note that the tip of the anterior arrow is at the junction of sewing ring and ventricular septum, and the tip of the posterior arrow is at the junction (pivot point) between the sewing ring and the base of the anterior mitral leaflet. Once the diameter has been measured, pulsed Doppler in the LVO tract from the apical window combined with CW Doppler recording is used to complete the data acquisition for EOA calculation. CSA, Cross-sectional area derived from diameter measurement assuming a circular geometry. Figure 9 Schematic representation of the concept of the DVI. Velocity across the prosthesis is accelerated through the jet from the LVO tract. DVI is the ratio velocity in the LVO (V lvo ) to that of the jet (V jet ).
regurgitation in the case of paravalvular regurgitation as a semiquantitative measure of severity. As an approximate guide, <10% of the sewing ring suggests mild, 10% to 20% suggests moderate, and >20% suggests severe. Rocking of the prosthesis is usually associated with >40% dehiscence. 12 b. Spectral Doppler. Semiquantitative and quantitative methods that are not influenced by the presence of the prosthesis should also be used in assessing AR severity. The pressure half-time is useful when the value is <200 ms, suggesting severe regurgitation, or >500 ms, consistent with mild regurgitation. However, intermediate ranges of pressure half-time (200-500 ms) may reflect other hemodynamic variables such as LV compliance and are less specific. 16 The presence of holodiastolic flow reversal in the descending thoracic aorta is indicative of at least moderate AR; severe AR is suspected when the VTI of the reverse flow approximates that of the forward flow ( Figure 11 ). Holodiastolic flow reversal in the abdominal aorta is usually indicative of severe AR. Regurgitant volume can be calculated as the difference between stroke volume at the LVO (or 2D-derived total LV stroke volume) and the transmitral or pulmonary flow. Cut points for severity are similar to those for AR of native valves. 16 Care should be exercised in measuring the flow integral in the LVO tract. When the sample volume is placed too close to the prosthetic valve, proximal acceleration may lead to overestimation of velocity and thus of regurgitant volume.
Although left-sided volume overload is expected in the presence of hemodynamically significant AR, LV volumes may reflect the preoperative state, especially in cases of early postoperative prosthetic regurgitation. However, if LV volumes fail to decrease after valve replacement for AR, a hemodynamically significant leak should be suspected among other factors.
3. Role of TEE in Prosthetic AR. The role of TEE in prosthetic AR is to better identify its site in technically difficult transthoracic echocardiographic studies (valvular vs paravalvular) and delineate the mechanism of regurgitation and associated complications such as endocarditis, abscess formation, masses, or thrombus that interfere with disc function. 128 Posterior paravalvular leaks that were not visible on surface imaging may be evident, and it may be possible to map the full extent of dehiscence leading to regurgitation. 8, 71 The long-axis view is useful for measuring jet width and the ratio of jet width to LVO tract width for the evaluation of severity. TEE may be limited in evaluating prosthetic AR in the midesophageal level because of acoustic shadowing anteriorly. Importantly, the presence of a concomitant mitral prosthesis will cause significant shadowing and obscure the LVO tract. 129, 130 In such cases it is critical to evaluate the prosthesis from transgastric transducer positions.
An Integrative Approach in Evaluating Prosthetic AR.
Assessment of severity of AR is in general more difficult than in native valves because of the high prevalence of paravalvular regurgitation and eccentric jets. The process of grading AR should be comprehensive and integrative, using a combination of the qualitative and semiquantitative parameters shown in Table 6 . If the AR is definitely determined as mild or less using these parameters, no further measurement is required. If there are parameters suggestive of more than mild AR and the quality of the data lends itself to quantitation, it is desirable to measure quantitatively the degree of AR, including the regurgitant volume and fraction. When the evidence from the different parameters is concordant, it is easy to grade AR severity. When parameters are contradictory, one must look carefully for technical and physiologic reasons to explain these discrepancies and rely on the components that have the best quality and are the most accurate, considering the presence of a prosthetic valve and the underlying clinical condition. TTE may be adequate for most of the qualitative and quantitative information needed to evaluate AR severity. TEE complements the transthoracic approach in technically difficult studies, in mapping the extent of annular involvement, and in evaluating the etiology of AR and associated complications. 131 
IV. EVALUATION OF PROSTHETIC MITRAL VALVES
A. Prosthetic Mitral Valve Function and Stenosis
1. Imaging Considerations. With the availability of several windows on TTE, recording of jet velocity across the prosthetic mitral valve is readily feasible to evaluate prosthetic valve function. However, a major consideration in the evaluation of prosthetic mitral valve function by echocardiography is the effect of acoustic shadowing by the prosthesis on assessment of MR 132 (Figure 4 ). This problem is worse with mechanical valves than with bioprosthetic valves. On TTE, LV function is readily evaluated, but the left atrium is often obscured for imaging and Doppler interrogation. In contrast, TEE provides excellent visualization of the left atrium and MR, but acoustic shadowing limits visualization of the left ventricle ( Figure 12 ). Thus, a comprehensive assessment of prosthetic mitral valve function often requires both transthoracic and transesophageal imaging when valve dysfunction is suspected clinically or on TTE.
a. Parasternal Views. In the parasternal long-axis view, the mitral valve prosthesis may obscure portions of the left atrium and its posterior wall. 132 This may prevent detection of small degrees of MR or make it difficult to determine the precise origin or vena contracta of an MR jet (Figure 4) . The parasternal long-axis view allows visualization the LVO tract, which can be impinged by higher profile prostheses. This can lead to LVO turbulence and at times significant LVO tract gradient. The short-axis view at the level of the prosthesis allows visualization of the leaflet excursion and sewing ring of a bioprosthetic mitral valve. It may allow determination of the circumferential extent of a paravalvular leak by color flow mapping. For mechanical valves, the short-axis view is limited by acoustic shadowing of the posterior aspect of the valve sewing ring.
b. Apical Views. The apical views allow visualization of leaflet excursion for both bioprosthetic and mechanical valve prostheses. Muratori et al 133 showed a high concordance between leaflet excursion measurements by echocardiography (85% on TTE and 100% on TEE) and cinefluoroscopy for mitral valve prostheses. Apical views may allow the detection of thrombus or pannus that might limit leaflet excursion. Vegetations can be seen but often are masked by acoustic shadowing, which also limits the assessment of MR from apical windows. 132 Despite this problem, paravalvular leaks may be seen because their origin is outside the sewing ring, and significant regurgitation is often suspected from the presence of proximal flow convergence on the LV side of the prosthesis. 134 The apical views almost always allow well-aligned parallel Doppler velocity recordings of forward flow through the prosthesis orifice. This yields important information about prosthetic valve function, such as peak velocity, peak and mean pressure gradient, and comparison of transmitral to LVO VTIs and derivation of their ratio (Figure 13 ). In certain normal valves or in obstructed valves, the inflow jet may be very eccentric such that the least angulation with flow is obtained from a parasternal or lateral approach. Color flow Doppler is very helpful in evaluating the direction of flow into the left ventricle, thus further optimizing spectral Doppler recordings of jet velocity.
Doppler Parameters of Prosthetic Mitral Valve Function.
A complete examination should include peak early velocity, estimation of mean pressure gradient, heart rate, pressure half-time, and determination of whether regurgitation is present or suspected. A DVI and/or EOA may be determined, as needed, for further refinement. Other evaluation should include the determination of LV and RV size and function, LA size if possible, and an estimation of pulmonary artery systolic pressure (Table 7) .
a. Peak Early Mitral Velocity. The peak E velocity is easy to measure and provides a simple screen for prosthetic valve dysfunction. 135 The peak velocity can be elevated in hyperdynamic states, tachycardia, small valve size, stenosis, or regurgitation. Tachycardia exerts a particularly important effect on velocity and gradient measurements in the mitral position because of the associated shortening of the diastolic filling period. In addition, inhomogeneous flow profiles across caged-ball and bileaflet prostheses can lead to Doppler velocity View video clips online.
measurements that are elevated out of proportion to the actual measured gradient. 18, 136, 137 For normally functioning bioprosthetic mitral valves, peak velocity can range from 1.0 to 2.7 m/s. 138, 139 In normally functioning bileaflet mechanical valves, the peak velocity is usually <1.9 m/s but can be up to 2.4 m/s. 135, 139, 140 As a general rule, however, a peak velocity <1.9 m/s is likely to be normal in most patients with mechanical valves unless there is markedly depressed LV function. If the peak velocity is $1.9 m/s in a mechanical valve, one should consider a normally functioning valve with a high velocity versus prosthetic valve dysfunction (stenosis or regurgitation). 135, 139, 140 This cutoff may be slightly higher in some bioprosthetic valves. If leaflet excursion is seen to be normal, there is no vegetation or thrombus, and there is no MR, it is likely the former. Because MR also increases transmitral flow velocity, patients with elevated peak E velocity may require TEE to exclude significant MR.
b. Mean Gradient. Mean gradient is also useful in assessing prosthetic mitral valve function and is normally <5 to 6 mm Hg. 55, 141 However, values up to 10 and 12 mm Hg have been reported in normally functioning Starr-Edwards and St Jude bileaflet prostheses, respectively, 140, 142 highlighting the need to compare serial values in the same patient over time. High mean gradients may be due to hyperdynamic states, tachycardia or PPM, regurgitation, or stenosis. The mean gradient is significantly affected by heart rate, so the heart rate at which the mean gradient is measured should always be reported.
c. Pressure Half-Time. The rate of blood flow across the mitral valve is dominated by the mitral orifice area in the presence of moderate or severe stenosis. However, when the mitral stenosis is only mild or there is a normally functioning valve, the rate of flow also depends on atrial and ventricular compliance, ventricular relaxation, and the pressure difference at the start of diastole. Thus, a large rise in pressure half-time on serial studies or a markedly prolonged single measurement (>200 ms) may be a clue to the presence of prosthetic valve obstruction, because the pressure half-time seldom exceeds 130 ms across a normally functioning mitral valve prosthesis 135, 140 (Figure 14) . However, minor changes in pressure half-time occur as a result of nonprosthetic factors, including loading conditions, drugs, or aortic insufficiency. Pressure half-time should not be obtained in tachycardic rhythms or first-degree atrioventricular block when E and A velocities are merged or the diastolic filling period is short.
d. EOA. Calculation of EOA from pressure half-time, as traditionally applied in native mitral stenosis, is not valid in prosthetic valves, because of its dependence on LV and LA compliance and initial LA pressure. 34, 55 Therefore, EOA calculation by the continuity equation is preferable to that measured by pressure half-time in mitral prostheses. In bileaflet valves, the smaller central orifice has a higher velocity than the larger outside orifices, which may lead to underestimation of EOA by the continuity equation. 55 Thus, the accuracy of EOA by the con-tinuity equation may be better for bioprosthetic valves and single tilting disc mechanical valves. EOA is derived as stroke volume through the prosthesis divided by the VTI of the mitral jet velocity:
Stroke volume through the mitral valve is equated with that through the LVO when there is no significant MR or AR. Normative information on EOA and EOA indexed to body surface area is available for several types of prostheses in the mitral position. 55, [142] [143] [144] The use of effective areas is usually reserved for cases of discrepancy between information obtained from gradients and pressure half-time. Although derivation of EOA for prosthetic mitral valves is less often used, it is strongly advisable to note the VTI of the prosthetic valve, because it is much less dependent on heart rate compared with mean gradient. VTI of the prosthetic mitral jet is particularly useful in tachycardic and bradycardic states in which gradients may be misleading (high and low, respectively), and a derivation of EOA is readily obtained with the use of VTI PrMV and an estimate of stroke volume (by echocardiography or Doppler).
Figure 13
Transthoracic Doppler echocardiographic clues for significant mechanical MR. These recordings are for the same patient as in Figure 12 . Peak early velocity, VTI of the jet, and mean gradient are higher than normal. In the presence of normal LV function, the VTI in the LVO tract is decreased with a resultant increase in the DVI. The TR jet velocity indicates pulmonary hypertension. e. DVI. Fernandes et al 135 proposed the use of the ratio of the VTIs of the mitral prosthesis to the LVO tract (VTI PrMV /VTI LVO ) as an index of mechanical mitral prosthetic valve function. This DVI is the inverse of that proposed for prosthetic aortic valves ( Figure 13 ). The concept is important in that elevated transmitral velocities can occur in the setting of prosthetic valve stenosis, regurgitation, or high output states. In high output states, the ratio is unchanged, because the increase in velocity occurs across both the LVO and the prosthetic valve. However, the VTI PrMV /VTI LVO ratio would be elevated either in stenosis (increased velocity across the valve) or regurgitation (increased velocity across the valve and decreased velocity in the LVO). In mechanical valves, a VTI PrMV /VTI LVO < 2.2 is most often normal. 135 Higher values should prompt consideration of prosthetic valve dysfunction.
Recently, values of this ratio have been reported for a large number of patients with Carpentier-Edwards Duraflex bioprostheses (Edwards Lifesciences) and appear to be normally higher than for normal mechanical valves. 144 Because atrial fibrillation is frequent in patients with prosthetic mitral valves, close attention to matching cardiac cycles is crucial in the derivation of either EOA or the VTI PrMV /VTI LVO rati,o because both parameters are derived from different cardiac cycles. The preceding R-R interval to LVO velocity is matched to the R-R interval of mitral inflow velocity.
Diagnosis of Prosthetic Mitral Valve Stenosis.
Significant valve obstruction may be obvious because of cusp thickening or reduced mobility. Failure of the color map to fill the orifice in all views is helpful if it is difficult to image the occluder. The initial impression will be corroborated by elevated peak E velocity and mean gradient, prolonged pressure half-time, and/or raised VTI PrMV /VTI LVO ratio. Table 8 lists the various Doppler parameters that are helpful in the evaluation of prosthetic mitral valve function, on the basis of available data from the literature and the consensus of the task force members. Cutoffs are probably different for bioprosthetic valves (Appendix B). When all parameters are normal, the probability of valve dysfunction is very low (0% stenosis, 2% regurgitation). 135 If the majority of parameters are abnormal, the predictive value for abnormal valvular function is 100%. An increased pressure half-time (or decreased EOA) in the presence of other abnormal parameters of elevated velocity and gradients points to valve stenosis as opposed to regurgitation. 135 When quantitative Doppler measures are of uncertain significance or somewhat discordant, one must determine whether the abnormal values reflect true prosthetic valve dysfunction or are altered despite normal prosthetic valve function because of situations such as high output states, tachycardia, or PPM. Thus, knowledge of the size of the implanted valve and its baseline Doppler parameters or previous TEE for serial comparison cannot be overemphasized. It is also important to examine the anatomy of the leaflets for normal excursion, vegetations, pannus, or thrombus, as well as to look for rocking or dehiscence of the sewing ring or a echo-free space adjacent to the sewing ring consistent with pseudoaneurysm or abscess. [145] [146] [147] TEE should be considered because of its outstanding visualization of the structure and function of mitral valve prostheses of all types to make the diagnosis of obstruction when this is uncertain after TTE and in all cases to differentiate the possible causes of obstruction, particularly if thrombolysis is contemplated. 86 
B. Prosthetic Mitral Valve Regurgitation
1. Imaging Considerations. Given that direct detection of prosthetic MR is often not possible with transthoracic Doppler techniques, particularly in mechanical valves, one must rely on indirect signs suggestive of significant MR on TTE (Table 9 ). These include a hyperdynamic LV with low systemic output, an elevated mitral E velocity, an elevated VTI PrMv /VTI LVO ratio, a dense CW regurgitant jet with early systolic maximal velocity, a large zone of systolic flow convergence toward the prosthesis seen in the LV, or a rise in pulmonary artery pressure compared with an earlier study 148 (Figure 13 ). Pressure half-time is often normal in prosthetic MR unless there is concomitant stenosis. 135, 148 Of the findings listed, the most accurate are those that reflect an increase in flow through the prosthesis (peak early velocity $ 1.9 m/s in mechanical valves, mean gradient $ 6 mm Hg), particularly when the high flow is not proportional to the flow ejected systemically (VTI PrMv / VTI LVO > 2.2). 135, 148 The presence of any of these findings in a patient with appropriate clinical symptoms represents a clear indication for TEE.
2. Role of TEE. TEE is highly sensitive and specific in detecting prosthetic MR and assessing its mechanism. [149] [150] [151] However, the assessment of severity is still achieved best by combining TEE with transthoracic examination. The sensitivity of TEE is high, such that the ''built-in'' trivial MR needs to be differentiated from pathologic MR. Paravalvular leaks on color Doppler have a typical appearance of a jet that passes from the left ventricle into the left atrium outside the surgical ring and often projects into the atrium in an eccentric direction (Figure 12 ). Because the regurgitation may be present anywhere around the circumference of the ring, it is essential that the valve be inspected in multiple planes. It is also crucial to show the origin of the jet as it passes through the area of dehiscence, its flow convergence and vena contracta. In patients with prosthetic valve endocarditis, a perivalvular abscess may create a fistula between the left ventricle and left atrium that functions like a paravalvular leak. In addition to interrogation of the jet by CW Doppler, TEE allows a better recording of the pulmonary venous flow to corroborate the assessment of MR severity. Systolic flow reversal is specific for severe MR, 16 provided that the MR jet is not directed into the interrogated vein.
3. Assessment of Severity of Prosthetic MR. Assessment of severity of prosthetic MR can be difficult at times because of the lack of a single quantitative parameter that can be applied consistently in all patients. The only methodology that one could apply to compute a regurgitant volume consists of deriving a total LV stroke volume by 2D echocardiography and subtracting from it the stroke volume across the LVO (or RVoutflow). However, this method relies on an accurate determination of LV volumes by 2D echocardiography, and to date, it has not been properly validated. Three-dimensional echocardiography may facilitate this approach. 152 Consequently, the best methodology at this time is to integrate several findings from both TTE and TEE that together suggest a given severity of regurgitation (Table 10) .
A well preserved LVejection fraction > 60% with normal size or enlarged left ventricle, along with a relative reduction in LVO or RV outflow stroke volume, should raise the possibility that the MR is significant. TEE is often needed to complete the assessment of prosthetic MR severity and complement the transthoracic echocardiographic findings. Distinction of mild from moderate or severe prosthetic MR is usually possible with the findings below. By contrast, it is more difficult to discriminate moderate from severe MR. As with native MR, regurgitant jet area reflects MR severity when the jets are central in origin, as seen with tissue valve degeneration, and works best at the extremes (ie, mild versus severe). A small thin jet (jet area < 4 cm 2 ) in the left atrium usually reflects mild MR, while a large, wide jet ($8 cm 2 ) reflects a moderate or severe lesion. 153 Maximal width of the vena contracta is the index that best relates with angiographic assessment of prosthetic MR, particularly in paravalvular regurgitation; mild, moderate, and large leaks have been defined as widths of 1 to 2, 3 to 6, and $6 mm, respectively. 154 In a study involving 96 consecutive patients, 80% of patients with small (1-2 mm) regurgitation were asymptomatic, whereas 62% of those with large leaks were in New York Heart Association class III or IV. 155 As with native MR, the behavior of the jet in the left atrium, particularly significant swirling within the atrium, is specific for significant MR, as is the presence of retrograde systolic flow in one or more of the pulmonary veins. Likewise, the radius of the proximal flow convergence can be used in combination with recordings of MR velocity by CW Doppler to estimate effective regurgitant orifice area. However, because of the eccentric nature of many of these lesions, effective regurgitant orifice area is often overestimated; thus, the cutoff used to detect severe MR is $0.5 cm 2 . 154 More studies are needed to further substantiate these observations. The more concordant the parameters are in their normality or abnormality, the more confident is the evaluation of the severity of regurgitation.
V. EVALUATION OF PROSTHETIC PULMONARY VALVES
A. Prosthetic Pulmonary Valve Function 1. Imaging Considerations. Because the pulmonary valve is located anteriorly and superiorly, it is often difficult to fully visualize by either TTE or TEE. Typically, the pulmonary valve can be visualized using the RVoutflow tract view from the parasternal window (modified from the parasternal short axis at the aortic level) or, in young patients, from the subcostal view. Unfortunately, the limited acoustic windows may limit the ability to fully assess prosthetic valve function.
Because the RV outflow is ''funnel'' shaped, it makes application of the continuity equation difficult; the RV outflow diameter changes dramatically as it approaches the pulmonary valve, making the accurate calculation of stroke volume in the RVoutflow difficult. This compromises the accuracy of the calculation of EOA.
Branch pulmonary arterial stenosis is often associated with conditions that cause pulmonary valve stenosis. After replacement of the pulmonary valve, the branch stenosis may still be present and may interfere with the assessment of the replaced valve. For example, CW Doppler across the prosthetic valve may also record the peak velocity across the branch pulmonary artery stenosis. In this situation, PW Doppler may be a preferred method to assess the transprosthetic gradient rather than CW Doppler, especially because right-sided prosthetic valves often 148 When both peak velocity and VTI ratio are elevated with a normal pressure half-time, specificity is close to 100%. {Abnormal mechanical valves, for example, immobile occluder (valvular regurgitation), dehiscence or rocking (paravalvular regurgitation); abnormal biologic valves, for example, leaflet thickening or prolapse (valvular), dehiscence or rocking (paravalvular regurgitation). # At a Nyquist limit of 50 to 60 cm/s. **Minimal and large flow convergence defined as a flow convergence radius <0.4 and $0.9 cm for central jets, respectively, with a baseline shift at a Nyquist limit of 40 cm/s; cutoffs for eccentric jets may be higher.
† †These quantitative parameters are less well validated than in native MR.
have lower gradients. PW Doppler should be used only if aliasing does not occur. Pulmonary valve replacements are sometimes inserted as pulmonary valve conduits. Although the valve may be functioning well without stenosis, the conduit may develop edge stenosis, again causing corruption of the CW Doppler signal. Thus, an elevated CW Doppler velocity should prompt further 2D visualization of the valve and conduit as well as PW Doppler interrogation to determine if branch pulmonary or conduit stenosis is present.
Evaluation of Pulmonary Valve Function.
There is a paucity of data on prosthetic valves in the pulmonary position. Most of the data come from small sets of patients, mostly in the pediatric population with underlying congenital heart disease. Placement of the prosthetic valve and conduit in an anatomically aberrant position and the presence of RV structural abnormalities make standardization of velocities and gradients difficult. Evaluation of leaflet structure and mobility when feasible is helpful.
Suggested Doppler echocardiographic parameters for evaluation of prosthetic pulmonary valve function are presented in Table 11 . Characterization of pulmonary valve prostheses is limited to pulmonary homograft valve conduits 156 or xenografts 157 in patients with congenital or systemic disease affecting the pulmonary valve or to cryopreserved pulmonary homografts in patients undergoing the Ross procedure. [158] [159] [160] The types of xenografts used are variable (Carpentier-Edwards, Hancock, Ionescu-Shiley), with resultant variability in normal values. Reported parameters are limited to Doppler velocities and gradients; only a few studies have derived EOA. 161 Findings that raise the question of prosthetic valve dysfunction are listed in Table 12 ( Figure 15 ). In general, normal homografts have a peak velocity < 2.5 m/s (mean gradient < 15 mm Hg), and normal xenografts have a peak velocity < 3.2 m/s (mean gradient < 20 mm Hg). Reports on mechanical prostheses in the pulmonary position are limited, making general recommendations difficult. 157, 162, 163 Another indirect approach to assess for the presence of valve stenosis that complements direct estimation of pulmonary valve gradient is to evaluate RV systolic pressure. If there is new RV systolic hypertension, prosthetic pulmonary stenosis should be considered and excluded. Direct visualization of the leaflets with full excursion and periodic, clinically indicated repeat echocardiography in the same patient for serial comparison remains the best method to rule out stenosis.
B. Prosthetic Pulmonary Valve Regurgitation
There are limited data regarding the echocardiographic assessment of prosthetic PR. In patients with severe PR, volume overload of the right ventricle is present, with resultant flattening of the interventricular septum in diastole and resultant paradoxical motion. 164, 165 With Doppler, the severity of regurgitation is usually subjectively graded, using an integrative approach similar to native PR, 16 with few modifications particularly relating to the eccentricity of some regurgitant lesions (Table 13 ). The advantages and limitations of each of these parameters have been previously discussed in detail. 16 Using color Doppler, the severity of PR is graded on the basis of the components of the jet, including regurgitant jet width, vena contracta, and its penetration depth into the RV outflow. [166] [167] [168] [169] [170] [171] [172] [173] Some authors have assessed the severity by jet width, in a manner analogous to that described for AR. 174 A thin narrow jet <25% of the pulmonary annulus is generally considered mild, and a wide jet >50% of the pulmonary annulus is severe. In paravalvular jets or other eccentric jets, however, these parameters become less reliable for assessment of PR severity and may underestimate the significance of the lesion. Rever-sal of flow in the distal main pulmonary artery is indicative of at least moderate regurgitation.
Other supportive signs of PR severity include spectral Doppler recordings. A rapid deceleration rate of the jet velocity recording by CW or PW Doppler can be consistent with more severe regurgitation. However, this deceleration is also influenced by several factors, including RV diastolic properties. 16 In severe PR, a rapid equalization of RV and pulmonary artery pressures can occur before the end of diastole. In this case, a ''to and fro'' flow signal in the shape of a sine wave, with termination of flow in mid to late diastole, can be seen. The density of the PR Doppler signal also reflects the regurgitation severity. 16 Quantitative parameters of regurgitation severity can be used in principle, with derivation of regurgitant volume and regurgitant fraction from the difference between pulmonary and systemic flow. 16 Although this measurement has not been validated for this purpose in PR, the concept is valid 16 but may be difficult to apply in practice. Because of the presence of a pulmonary prosthesis, pulmonary stroke volume determination is performed best in the RVoutflow, just proximal to the valve, and compared with flow at the aortic or mitral annulus. In general, a regurgitant fraction <30% is usually mild, whereas a regurgitant fraction >50% is severe. 170, 175 The RV outflow and pulmonary valve are anterior structures, offering a clear advantage of TTE in evaluating PR. Thus, although these structures can be visualized with TEE, the role of TEE in evaluating PR is limited.
VI. EVALUATION OF PROSTHETIC TRICUSPID VALVES
A. Prosthetic Tricuspid Valve Function 1. Imaging Considerations. The transthoracic approach allows a multitude of windows for visualization and flow interrogation of prosthetic tricuspid valves. These include the parasternal, low parasternal, apical, and subcostal transducer positions. Forward flow hemodynamics are measured using CW Doppler from the various transducer positions to obtain the highest velocity measurements.
Doppler Parameters of Tricuspid Prosthetic
Valve Function. The tricuspid prosthesis velocity varies not only with cycle length but also with respiration. Several cardiac cycles are therefore recorded by Doppler. A minimum of 5 cardiac cycles are averaged, whether the patient is in sinus rhythm or in atrial fibrillation; alternatively, measurements could be performed in midexpiratory apnea. Measurements include peak E velocity, peak A velocity (for patients in sinus rhythm), pressure half-time, mean gradient, and VTI. Similar to mitral prostheses, the average heart rate during the Doppler evaluation of the prosthesis should be noted in the report. When possible, and particularly when there is concern about valve obstruction, the prosthesis EOA can be calculated, although few data exist for the tricuspid valve. This is most often accomplished by dividing the stroke volume measured in the LVO tract by the prosthesis VTI, keeping in mind that the continuity principle is not in effect if there is more than mild TR or AR. If there is significant prosthetic TR, there is currently no convenient method for measuring the prosthesis EOA. In cases of significant AR without significant TR, the stroke volume can be measured at the level of the pulmonary annulus, because it represents the true systemic output. By analogy to mitral prostheses, it is likely that there is a cutoff for the DVI, the ratio of tricuspid pros-thesis VTI divided by LVO tract VTI that, in combination with normal pressure half-time, will indicate a likelihood of significant tricuspid prosthesis regurgitation. However, to date, this cutoff has not been established in the literature. Of note, the EOA should not be calculated using the formula 220/pressure half-time, because the constant of 220 has not been validated for tricuspid prostheses.
Diagnosis of Prosthetic Tricuspid Valve Stenosis.
Echocardiographic and Doppler parameters that need to be obtained in the evaluation of prosthetic tricuspid valve function are listed in Table 14 . Prosthetic tricuspid obstruction may be obvious on imaging from thickening and reduced opening of the biologic cusps or reduced opening of the mechanical occluder. A narrowed inflow color map is a helpful corroborative sign. Obstruction is also suggested on CW Doppler by an E velocity > 1.7 m/s, mean gradient > 6 mm Hg, or pressure half-time > 230 ms 176, 177 (Figure 16 ). Indirect, nonspecific signs are an enlarged right atrium and engorged inferior vena cava.
Suggested cutoffs of Doppler parameters for considering tricuspid prosthesis dysfunction are shown in Table 15 . These cutoffs were selected using combined normal range data from the 3 pertinent published studies. These studies included a total of only 121 patients. Forty-seven patients had older-generation xenograft tricuspid prostheses, and 78 had mechanical prostheses with valve sizes ranging from 25 to 35 mm. [176] [177] [178] It is anticipated that these cutoffs may change as larger series for newer model tricuspid valve prostheses emerge. The mean pressure half-times for patients with normal xenograft prostheses (146 6 39 ms) and normal caged-ball prostheses (144 6 46 ms) were greater than that for patients with normal St Jude Medical tricuspid prostheses (108 6 32 ms). All but 1 of these 121 patients had a pressure half-time < 200 ms (the single exception was a patient with a normal tricuspid caged-ball prosthesis with a pressure half-time of 230 ms).
To date, there are no data from a large series of patients with normal tricuspid prostheses that include measurement of EOA by the continuity equation or of the DVI (VTI PrTV /VTI LVO ) akin to that of prosthetic mitral valves.
B. Prosthetic TR
Although several studies have addressed the issue of structural failure in tricuspid bioprostheses, the focus has been placed on increased gradients, with little mention of TR. Therefore, the present guidelines are based on expert recommendation rather than on data from clinical studies. The suggested criteria for assessing severity of prosthetic TR are proposed to be similar to those for native tricuspid valves, 16 with few modifications (Table 16 ).
Imaging Considerations.
A combination of parasternal, apical, and subcostal views is needed for the optimal assessment of tricuspid valve function and cardiac adaptation. In significant TR, right atrial and RV dilatation with diastolic septal flattening occurs in association with dilatation of the inferior vena cava and hepatic veins. The size of the cardiac chambers, however, should be interpreted with caution, because many if not all of these adaptations could be due to the underlying pathology and changes that occurred before tricuspid valve implantation. The absence of these findings, however, argues against severe TR.
Doppler Parameters of Tricuspid Prosthetic
Valve Regurgitation. TTE with Doppler is a good screening test for TR but is limited by attenuation, particularly in patients with mechanical valves. The best views may be the RV inflow or subcostal views. Quantitative color Doppler techniques used in native valvular regurgitation have a limited role in prosthetic regurgitation. However they are part of the global examination of suspected severe TR. For instance, a large flow convergence or vena contracta usually means severe TR, and its location may help in assessing the origin of the regurgitation.
For spectral Doppler, screening with CW Doppler is better than PW Doppler. Both imaging and nonimaging CW Doppler probes should be used, the latter having a superior penetration. Clues from spectral CW Doppler that suggest severe regurgitation include a dense spectral recording with a triangular, early peaking velocity as well as elevated peak and mean tricuspid diastolic pressure gradients. The presence of a prosthetic valve with its inherent restriction to flow influences the flow pattern in the hepatic veins. Even when the prosthetic valve functions normally, some degree of systolic blunting can be expected. Marked systolic blunting is more sensitive for significant TR but is not specific and can be seen in patients with elevated central venous pressure of any etiology or in patients with atrial fibrillation. In general, holosystolic reversal of hepatic venous flow indicates severe TR.
TEE for Prosthetic Tricuspid
Valves. TEE should be considered for all patients with clinical and/or transthoracic echocardiographic evidence of tricuspid prosthesis obstruction. The study focuses on delineating the motion of prosthetic leaflets or occluder and on identification of masses attached to the prosthesis. Imaging with TEE, however, may be technically suboptimal because of shadowing of the prosthesis from the interatrial septum or cardiac crux. Doppler angulation with the transesophageal echocardiographic approach may not be as favorable as with TTE, with a resultant underestimation of the velocity and gradient across the valve. TEE should also be considered for patients with suspected prosthetic TR. The examination focuses on identifying the jet or jets as paravalvular or transvalvular. Semiquantitation of severity is performed by identifying the extent to which the color jet of regurgitation fills the right atrium and, when possible, evaluation of hepatic vein flow using a transgastric approach. If a zone of flow convergence can be identified on the ventricular side of the prosthesis and is not significantly distorted by adjacent structures, TR can be quantitated according to the proximal isovelocity surface area method. 16 TEE should be considered as an adjunct to TTE for all patients with high clinical suspicion of endocarditis. Here the examination would focus not only on identification of vegetations but also on evidence of perivalvular extension of the infection such as ring abscess, valve dehiscence, or fistula formation.
VII. ECHOCARDIOGRAPHIC EVALUATION OF PROSTHETIC VALVES IN THE PEDIATRIC POPULATION
Although the prevalence of prosthetic valves is much less common in the pediatric population, their presence has obvious implications for individual patients. To date, a paucity of published information exists concerning the appropriate evaluation of prosthetic valves in the young. [179] [180] [181] Equally important is the lack of studies detailing normal Doppler echocardiographic values across prosthetic valves in the pediatric population. 179 Hence, to date, much of the information is gleaned from the evaluation of adult patients with prosthetic valves. Fortunately, many of the important principles concerning hemodynamics, echocardiographic imaging, and other considerations are similar. Thus, the evaluation of prosthetic valve function, as discussed earlier, can and should be readily applied to the pediatric population. The following will not reiterate the principles of echocardiographic evaluation already discussed but will highlight the differences particularly germane to the pediatric population.
A. Prosthetic Valves Are Uncommon in Pediatrics
Prosthetic valve placement is naturally avoided in pediatric patients, the most important aspect being that growth of the patient will lead to inevitable PPM. Additionally, tissue valves, especially when placed in the systemic circulation, can result in rapid calcification and subsequent degeneration. Thus, before the early adult age group, metallic valves are generally used in the systemic circulation, with the inherent difficulties of anticoagulation in the pediatric age group. This had led to widespread use of the Ross procedure, especially for aortic valve replacement. The translocated pulmonary valve and root does not require anticoagulation, and studies have documented tissue growth, commensurate with that of the patient. However, the Ross procedure is associated with the need for early percutaneous or surgical interventions either for pulmonary conduit stenosis or regurgitation. Additionally, aortic root and annular dilation can occur, with associated progressive AR.
B. Aspects of Pediatric Congenital Heart Disease Alter the Standard Approach to Echocardiographic Prosthetic Valve Evaluation
Much emphasis has been placed on anatomic imaging of prosthetic valves in adult patients. However, even in young children, the echo-cardiographic images may be suboptimal because of multiple surgeries, chest wall deformities, and so on. In particular, imaging of the valve leaflets may be difficult to perform by 2D imaging. This is related in part to the low frame rates, in relation to higher heart rates in pediatric patients. M-mode echocardiography, with much higher frame rates, may yield some improvement in examining leaflet motion. Often, standard fluoroscopy is also used to evaluate metallic leaflet motion and position. A significant contributor to the difficulty in echocardiographic evaluation of prosthetic valves in the pediatric age group is the coexistence of multiple levels of obstruction. For example, patients with Shone's syndrome may have supravalvar mitral ring, parachute mitral valve, subaortic stenosis, bicuspid aortic valve, and aortic coarctation. If a prosthetic valve is placed in the aortic position, associated subaortic stenosis will not allow application of the continuity equation to determine EOA. Additionally, associated coarctation may directly affect the pressure gradients across a prosthetic aortic valve. On the right side of the heart, multiple levels of obstruction across a conduit, especially if stenosis extends to the right or left pulmonary artery, will directly affect pressure measurements across the valve.
Another example of the differences between pediatric and adult patients relates to placement of prosthetic valves in the supra-annular position. In the rare event that an infant with a small mitral valve annulus requires placement of a prosthetic mitral valve, surgeons may choose to place the valve in the supra-annular position. This is associated with a significant elevation in LA mean pressure related to high ''v'' waves, even in the absence of valve dysfunction. 182 Doppler recording in this situation will show an elevated transmitral E velocity and mean pressure gradient. This phenomenon has been attributed to alterations in atrial compliance.
The use of pulmonary artery conduits after repair of a multitude of congenital heart defects is much more common in pediatric patients ( Figure 17 ). This includes neonatal repair of truncus arteriosus, tetralogy of Fallot with pulmonary atresia, and Rastelli operation for transposition of the great arteries with LVO tract obstruction. With advances in surgical techniques, RV-to-pulmonary artery conduits are being placed for the Sano revision of the stage 1 operation for hypoplastic left-heart syndrome or for the Yasui surgery for interrupted aortic arch. The increasing use of the Ross procedure in pediatric patients of all ages has resulted in increased numbers of these conduits. RV-to-pulmonary artery conduits are now being placed with increasing frequency in adolescents and young adults who have severe PR after primary repair of tetralogy of Fallot. Early reports had demonstrated that Doppler can accurately measure the gradients across RV-to-pulmonary conduits. Doppler maximal instantaneous gradients may closely approximate those obtained at catheterization when there is a discrete region of narrowing, such as calcified valve or discrete obstruction at the insertion site of the proximal conduit to the right ventricle. However, in other situations, Doppler may underestimate the severity of disease. This most often occurs when significant stenosis occurs at the conduit-to-pulmonary artery anastomosis. The jet lesions in these conduits are quite eccentric and difficult to interrogate, even with dedicated CW Doppler probes. However, in the presence of associated peripheral pulmonary stenosis, CW Doppler interrogation of these areas of obstruction may obfuscate the measurement of proximal obstruction. Moreover, these velocities often exceed the gradients at catheterization. In such situations, evaluation of the TR jet to assess RV pressure cannot be overemphasized.
C. Importance of PPM in Pediatrics
Mitral and or aortic valve stenosis in infants or children is associated with annular hypoplasia, often resulting in placement of a smaller prosthetic valve than would be appropriate for the patient's size.
This problem is magnified with pediatric patients' growth. Surgeons may attempt to enlarge the aortic annular region by either a Konno or Manugian procedure, yet still a suboptimal sized valve will be placed. When high velocities are interrogated across prosthetic valves in young patients, the algorithms as presented in this document should be applied. The cutoff values for the peak and mean velocities and gradients must be considered in the context of the patient's size; PPM and pressure recovery need to be taken into account. A very significant contributor to progressive valvar obstruction in the pediatric age group is pannus formation. Moreover, severe leftsided obstruction is often associated with endocardial fibroelastosis, a fibrous scarring that may incite subsequent pannus formation. 183 The obstructive fibrous tissue may be difficult to image by standard transthoracic imaging. TEE may result in improved imaging, but the pannus may be difficult to differentiate from the actual sewing ring. On the other hand, thrombus formation may be an acute cause of a sudden increase in pressure gradients and/or development of Figure 17 Two-dimensional echocardiographic evaluation of a RV-to-pulmonary artery homograft valve conduit after repair of a truncus arteriosus, interrogated from the left parasternal view. Forward flow (blue) and retrograde flow (red) of pulmonary regurgitation is seen. Pulsed Doppler shows aliasing signals of stenosis and a retrograde signal of regurgitation at the level of the valve. CW Doppler signal from the valve conduit shows significant stenosis and regurgitation.
regurgitation. The valve may be fixed in position, culminating in prosthetic valve stenosis and regurgitation, which would be unlikely to be seen with either pannus formation or PPM.
D. Potential Pitfalls in the Measurement of Prosthetic Valve EOA in Pediatrics
The evaluation of prosthetic valve function often requires measurement of EOA. In pediatric patients, associated shunts will affect flow and hence pressure gradients. This includes the presence of an atrial septal defect, which potentially decreases flow across a prosthetic mitral and or aortic valve, or a patent ductus arteriosus, which may increase flow. Equally important, PPM necessitates calculation of indexed EOA.
To date, EOA by the continuity equation has not been readily applied in the pediatric population. As mentioned, the most difficult aspect for accurate derivation of EOA has been the determination of the preprosthetic valve VTI and area. Several factors make this measurement more difficult in pediatric patients. First, the area is presumed to be circular. This may not be true in patients with associated LVO tract or RVoutflow tract disease. Second, for area measurement, the radius is raised to the second power, and thus even small discrepancies in diameter measurement will result in large errors in area calculation. This potential error will be magnified in smaller patients. Third, the preobstruction flow velocity pattern will not be laminar in pediatric patients with subaortic or subpulmonary stenosis. Fourth, translational motion of the heart impedes the ability to place the Doppler sample volume precisely in the area of the preprosthetic valve. This problem again seems to be more evident in younger pediatric patients.
A few studies in small numbers of patients have reported on the optimal manner to determine the presence of PPM in pediatric patients. One study examined 32 infants and children with placement of prosthetic St Jude Medical or Carbomedics valves in the mitral position. The Doppler measurement that correlated best to the manufacturer-derived EOA was the peak Doppler velocity, not the EOA. Potentially, some of the problems of the calculation of EOA may be overcome by use of the DVI. The index has been related to severity of disease in adult patients, but application of this index has not been reported in pediatric patients. Despite the potential pitfalls, attempts to use EOA and/or DVI should become part of the standard evaluation of pediatric patients with prosthetic valves.
E. Evaluation of Corresponding Atrial and Ventricular Size and Function
Equally important to the evaluation of prosthetic valve function is the analysis of the corresponding effects on atrial and ventricular size and function. In pediatric patients, normative values for 2D echocardiographic evaluations for LV size and function, using z-score values, have been developed. These values can be tracked over time, therefore incorporating changes relative to growth and development. Unfortunately, echocardiographic normative values for RV volume and mass or left or right atrial volumes have not been established but are under way. Indices of ventricular systolic performance should be used to account for loading conditions. Such echocardiographic parameters include indices of wall stress to velocity of circumferential fiber shortening or wall stress to fractional shortening. Although echocardiographic evaluation of prosthetic valve function includes indices of ventricular systolic performance, evaluation of ventricular diastolic dysfunction should also be explored.
F. The Need for More Research in the Pediatric Population
Perhaps the most difficult aspect concerning the evaluation of prosthetic valves in pediatric patients is the paucity of published data. The deleterious outcomes related to PPM in adults have been demonstrated, but the effect of PPM is unknown in pediatric patients. Few studies have reported on the outcomes of pediatric patients with prosthetic valves. Therefore, pediatric cardiologists rely on guidelines established for adult patients. The importance for additional research and analysis in a large number of pediatric patients cannot be overemphasized.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Echocardiography with Doppler is currently the modality of choice for evaluation and management of prosthetic heart valves as well as native cardiac valves. Imaging of the prosthesis in addition to the related cardiac chambers is crucial in evaluating overall prosthetic valve function and assessment of the extent of reverse remodeling of the cardiac chambers after surgery. Doppler interrogation with color and spectral modalities plays a central role in evaluating prosthetic valve function and related complications because of limitations of imaging alone, particularly in mechanical valves. In patients with suspected prosthetic valvular dysfunction, TEE is frequently needed for identification of the mechanism of obstruction or regurgitation, particularly in mechanical valves. In general, evaluation of prosthetic valve function is more challenging, on the basis of the variability of inherent mild obstruction observed with the wide range of prosthetic valve types and sizes. Thus, the cardiac history plays a major role in the echocardiographic evaluation by documenting the type and size of the inserted valve or conduit. Serial comparison with a baseline postoperative study is also essential in facilitating accurate assessment of valve function. More research is needed on normative values of various parameters of valvular function and their prognostic impact in the pediatric population.
Recent advances in real-time 3D imaging from the transthoracic and, more important, from the transesophageal approach offer an important additional dimension in the echocardiographic evaluation of prosthetic valve function 184 (Figure 18 ). Three-dimensional imaging provides a powerful tool to image, for the first time with ultrasound, the motion of the entire valve apparatus and its annulus. This will undoubtedly enhance our appraisal of prosthetic valve function and the differentiation of PPM from valvular obstruction in the same setting. The incorporation of color Doppler will enhance measurements of flow convergence, vena contracta, and the extent of the jet in the receiving chamber for improved quantitation of prosthetic valvular regurgitation. Furthermore, preliminary experience 185 has shown that future applications of real-time 3D TEE will most likely include guidance of percutaneous interventions in high-risk patients with paravalvular regurgitation.
